
Loading modules in sexy lightbox
Posted by maggoo - 2010/09/15 17:59
_____________________________________

Hello,

I am using your sexylightbox lite at the moment, absolutely great!

I am contemplating purchasing the regular version because i want some extra functionality, which i think can be done but
i am not quite sure.

I want to make a horizontal menu (not main menu, just an extra) with login/registration/newsletter links. This i want in one
template position, and all links of the menu i want to open in a seperate sexylightbox. I guess this can't be done with the
lite version (well that's fair:)), but since the regular version can load modules i was wondering whether the above would
be possible in one template position.

If this is possible could you also please tell me when i load a login module in the lightbox if further styling is needed or
that the lightbox automagically gives a nice padding etc.

Thanks in advance!

Ah yes, the plugin of the regular version can still be called with a rel can it?

============================================================================

Re:Loading modules in sexy lightbox
Posted by admin - 2010/09/15 18:45
_____________________________________

Hello,

'ARI Sexy Lightbox' package contains 'System - ARI Sexy Lightbox' plugin which works like 'ARI Sexy Lightbox Lite'
plugin, but it works in any content not only in Joomla! articles. Regarding loading Joomla! module from menu link, 'ARI
Sexy Lightbox' module and 'System - ARI Sexy Lightbox Anywhere' plugin provide this ability, but it can cause problem
with HTML markup if you want to use it in menu link, but for each module which you want to load from menu can be
created article where module can be placed and load in the lightbox articles with modules. It helps to control module
styles.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Loading modules in sexy lightbox
Posted by maggoo - 2010/09/17 12:42
_____________________________________

Bought the extension, very happy with it, menu works without any problems. Keep it up:)
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